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	This unique book fills a vital gap present in most study and examination guides - it offers inspiration and motivation to make the student want to excel. As such, it is a valuable complement to the author's other book, "Scholars' Secrets". The author shares his personal story about how he overcame poverty and parental abuse, and progressed from doing badly in primary school to topping his class in postgraduate studies. He also features stories about "famous failures" - people who succeeded in life despite having little or no formal education, such as Benjamin Franklin, Abraham Lincoln and multi-millionaire Li Ka Shing.Thus, academic qualifications are by no means the "be all and end all". Ultimately, the difference lies in Praise, a life skills model developed by the author for excellence and success. Through the six key concepts of Prizedream, Rules, Analysis, Invincibility, Strategy and Excellence, this model will help you overcome whatever obstacles you face, as it leads you out of mediocrity and conformity towards your unique vision. The related titles include: "Scholars' Secrets"; "Scholars' Secrets and Success Secrets" (Bundle).
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Mapi, Sapi, and Tapi: Developer's GuideSams Publishing, 1996
This book covers the three most exciting programming services available on the Microsoft Windows platform-messaging
(MAPI), speech (SAPI), and telephony (TAPI). Each of these APIs provides a specialized set of services that expand the
reach of the Windows operating system in a way that makes it easier to write programs that work without...
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Fundamentals of Structural EngineeringSpringer, 2013

	Fundamentals of Structural Engineering provides a balanced, seamless treatment of both classic, analytic methods and contemporary, computer-based techniques for conceptualizing and designing a structure. The book?s principle goal is to foster an intuitive understanding of structural behavior based on problem solving experience for...
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Decoupled Drupal in Practice: Architect and Implement Decoupled Drupal Architectures Across the StackApress, 2018

	
		Gain a clear understanding of the most important concepts in the decoupled CMS landscape. You will learn how to architect and implement decoupled Drupal architectures across the stack?from building the back end and designing APIs to integrating with front-end technologies.  You'll also review presenting data through consumer...
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Microsoft  Office Excel  2007 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2007
Excel provides an easy-to-use, powerful spreadsheet environment that helps you handle calculations and data more effectively. With Microsoft Office Excel 2007 Step by Step, youll learn all the ins and outs of working with Excel features, including the exciting new interface for this latest version of Office. This information-packed guide provides...
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Enterprise Service Oriented Architectures: Concepts, Challenges, RecommendationsSpringer, 2005
Conventional wisdom of the "software stack" approach to building applications may no longer be relevant. Enterprises are pursuing new ways of organizing systems and processes to become service oriented and event-driven. Leveraging existing infrastructural investments is a critical aspect to the success of companies both large and...
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Mastering Red Hat Enterprise Linux 3Sybex, 2004
Your Complete Guide to the World’s Leading Linux Enterprise Distribution
    Red Hat Enterprise Linux 3 is emerging as the corporate Linux standard. One of the first books to focus on this robust product, Mastering Red Hat Enterprise Linux 3 gives you the practical information you need to install, configure, and...
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